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Abstract
A bimonotone linear inequality is a linear inequality with at most two nonzero coefficients
that are of opposite signs (if both different from zero). A linear inequality defines a halfspace that
is a sublattice of Rn (a subset closed with respect to componentwise maximum and minimum)
if and only if it is bimonotone. Veinott has shown that a polyhedron is a sublattice if and only
if it can be defined by a finite system of bimonotone linear inequalities, whereas Topkis has
shown that every sublattice of Rn (and of more general product lattices) is the solution set
of a system of nonlinear bimonotone inequalities. In this paper we prove that a subset of Rn
is the solution set of a countable system of bimonotone linear inequalities if and only if it
is a closed convex sublattice. Similarly, we note that a subset of Rn is closed and convex if
and only if it is the solution set of a countable system of linear inequalities. We also present
necessary and/or sufficient conditions for a sublattice to be the intersection of the cartesian
product of its projections on the coordinate axes with the solution set of a (possibly infinite)
system of bimonotone linear inequalities. We provide explicit constructions of such systems of
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bimonotone linear inequalities under certain assumptions on the sublattice. We obtain Veinott’s
polyhedral representation theorem and a 0–1 version of Birkhoff’s Representation Theorem as
corollaries. We also point out a few potential pitfalls regarding properties of sublattices of Rn.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A sublattice of Rn is a subset of Rn closed with respect to componentwise maxi-
mum and minimum. Sublattices are a fundamental algebraic structure with applica-
tions ranging from Economics [17,23] to Optimization [13,14], Graph Theory [12],
Engineering [18,20] and other fields (see, e.g., [5,11]).
For such applications, it is often important to be able to represent a sublattice in a
computationally or algebraically convenient way. It is also useful to recognize when
a subset of Rn is a sublattice. Results concerning the representation and recognition
of sublattices of Rn (and of more general lattices) are due to Birkhoff and coworkers
[4,22,24].
Bimonotone inequalities play an important role in several of these results. An
inequality g(x)  0, where x ∈ Rn and g is a real-valued function, is bimonotone if
g(x) = h(xi, xj ) for some i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (i /= j) and the bivariate function h is
nondecreasing in one of its variables and nonincreasing in the other. Topkis [22] shows
that every sublattice L of Rn can be represented as the intersection of the solution set
of a system of at most n(n − 1) bimonotone inequalities with the cartesian product⊗n
i=1 πiL of its projections on the coordinate axes. This result has the advantage of
not requiring any additional assumption and to hold in more general product lattices
thanRn. Due to this generality, the representation uses bimonotone functions which do
not have any additional property. In the present paper we characterize the sublattices
of Rn that are representable with bimonotone linear inequalities.
A bimonotone linear inequality is of the form aixi + ajxj  c, for some i, j , with
the product aiaj nonpositive. Veinott [24] shows that a polyhedron is a sublattice of Rn
if and only if it can be represented as the solution set of a finite system of bimonotone
linear inequalities.
A general result by Birkhoff [3,4] on the representation of finite distributive lat-
tices can be restated by saying that every finite distributive lattice is isomorphic to a
sublattice of the Boolean lattice Bn = {0, 1}n and, furthermore, that every sublattice
of Bn can be represented by bimonotone linear inequalities of the special forms
xi − xj  0, xi  0 and −xi  −1. See also [11] for an illustration of Birkoff’s
Representation Theorem and [10, Proposition 3.1; 13, Theorem 3.9; 14, Proposition
10.3.3] for equivalent formulations of such representation of Boolean sublattices.
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Feasibility and optimization problems over a finite system of bimonotone linear
inequalities can be solved efficiently in a number of important cases (see [1,8,9,15,
16]). For all these reasons, it is interesting to characterize the subsets of Rn (or of Zn)
that can be described by a bimonotone system of linear inequalities.
We point out that a system of bimonotone linear inequalities is called “monotone”
by some authors [8,15,16]. In this paper we prefer to follow Topkis’s [22] termi-
nology and call such systems bimonotone instead of monotone. Indeed, the term
“bimonotone” seems more illustrative of the properties of the functions considered.
Furthermore, systems of inequalities are called elsewhere (see, e.g., [6,7]) “monotone”
with a different meaning.
In this paper we extend both Veinott’s polyhedral and Birkhoff’s boolean sublattice
representation results. In Section 2 we show (Theorem 5) that every closed convex
sublattice is the solution set of a (countable) system of bimonotone linear inequalities.
A similar result was also announced by Veinott [24, footnote 10] without further
details. To establish our result we provide a simple proof (Lemma 3 and Corollary
4) of the fact that any closed convex subset of Rn is the intersection of a countable
family of halfspaces.
Define a sublattice L of Rn to be representable with bimonotone linear inequalities
if L is the set of all those points that are in the product
⊗n
i=1 πiL of its one-dimen-
sional projections and that satisfy a (possibly infinite) system of bimonotone linear
inequalities. In Section 3 we present necessary and/or sufficient conditions for a
sublattice of Rn to be representable with bimonotone linear inequalities. In particular,
we provide explicit constructions of such systems of bimonotone linear inequalities
under certain assumptions on the sublattice. We also obtain a 0–1 version of Birkhoff’s
Representation Theorem as a corollary. We conclude with a result on the computa-
tional complexity of deciding whether or not a subset of the Boolean lattice Bn,
or of the integer lattice Zn, defined by a given system of linear inequalities is a
sublattice.
In our developments, we point out a few potential pitfalls regarding properties
of sublattices of Rn. First, the projection of a closed convex sublattice of Rn onto
a coordinate subspace is not necessarily closed (see Example 6 in Section 2). Next,
while we show (Lemma 1) that the (topological) closure of a sublattice is a sublattice,
we also point out that the convex hull of a sublattice is not necessarily a sublattice,
except when n  2 (Corollary 12 and Example 13 in Section 3). In other words,
convex and lattice hulls do not commute, unless n  2.
2. Representation of closed convex sublattices of Rn
We first recall some definitions and notation from lattice theory. The (standard)
order relation in Rn is defined by x  y iff xi  yi for i = 1, . . . , n. We write x < y
to specify that x  y and x /= y. A point x ∈ Rn is an upper bound (lower bound) of
a subset S ⊆ Rn iff x  y (x  y) for all y ∈ S. When S has an upper (lower) bound,
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its join ∨S (meet ∧S) is its least upper bound (greatest lower bound). If, in the special
case n = 1, S has no upper (lower) bound, then we let ∨S = +∞ (∧S = −∞). When
S = {x, y}we use the notationx ∨ y = ∨S andx ∧ y = ∧S. Thusx ∨ y (x ∧ y) is the
componentwise maximum (minimum) of x and y, defined by (x ∨ y)i = max{xi, yi}
((x ∧ y)i = min{xi, yi}) for all i = 1, . . . , n.
A subset S of Rn is a join (meet) subsemilattice of Rn if x ∨ y ∈ S (x ∧ y ∈ S) for
allx, y ∈ Rn. It is a sublattice if it is both a join and a meet subsemilattice. Note that the
intersection of any family of join (meet) subsemilattices is a join (meet) subsemilattice,
and that any subset of R is trivially a sublattice. Furthermore, if Q1, . . . ,Qn are
subsets of R, then the cartesian product
⊗n
i=1 Qi is a sublattice of Rn.
For i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i /= j , the one-dimensional and two-dimensional projections
of a point x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn are πix = xi and πij x = (xi, xj ), respectively. The
one-dimensional and two-dimensional projections of a subset Q ⊆ Rn are πiQ =
{xi : x ∈ Q} and πijQ = {(xi, xj ) : x ∈ Q}, respectively. Conversely, given i /= j ,
the cylinder based on a subset S ⊆ πijRn is Cylij S = {x ∈ Rn : πij x ∈ S}.
Note that every subset S ⊆ Rn is contained in the sublattice described by the
cartesian product of its one-dimensional projections, namely S ⊆⊗ni=1 πiS.
The closure cl S of a subset S ⊆ Rn is the smallest closed subset of Rn containing
S, i.e., it is the intersection of all closed subsets of Rn containing S. The following
lemma shows that the closure operator preserves the sublattice structure in Rn.
Lemma 1 (Closure Lemma). (i) The closure of a join (meet) subsemilattice of Rn is a
join (meet) subsemilattice of Rn. (ii) The closure of a sublattice of Rn is a sublattice
of Rn.
Proof. For part (i) assume that L is a join subsemilattice of Rn and let x, y ∈ cl L.
Then there exist sequences {xm} and {ym} in L such that limm→∞ xm = x and
limm→∞ ym = y. We have xm ∨ ym ∈ L for all m. Since the join ∨ is a continuous
function on Rn × Rn, we have limm→∞ xm ∨ ym = x ∨ y ∈ cl L. The case where L
is a meet subsemilattice can be proved in a dual manner. Part (ii) follows from part
(i) by recalling that a subset of Rn is a sublattice if and only if it is both a join and
meet subsemilattice. 
We will use the following fundamental result (see [2,22]):
Theorem 2 (2DProjections Theorem). A subset L of Rn is a sublattice of Rn if and
only if πijL is a sublattice of R2 for all i, j with i /= j and
L =
⋂
i /=j
Cylij πijL = {x ∈ Rn : (xi, xj ) ∈ πijL for all i /= j}. (1)
(In Remark 14 below, we show that condition (1) cannot, in general, be omitted in
the sufficiency part of this theorem.)
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If L is a polyhedron in Rn, then Veinott [24] has shown that L is a sublattice if and
only if it can be represented as the set of solutions of a finite system of bimonotone
linear inequalities, i.e., of inequalities of the form aixi + ajxj  c, where aiaj  0.
We will establish the same result for closed convex sublattices of Rn and a countable
system of bimonotone linear inequalities.
Our first result provides a representation of closed convex subsets as countable
intersections of halfspaces.
Lemma 3 (Halfspaces Lemma). Let K be a convex subset of Rn with nonempty
interior, int K /= ∅. Every closed convex subset C of K can be written as
C = K ∩
⋂
q∈S
Hq, (2)
where S = (int K ∩ Qn)\C and for every q ∈ S,Hq is the supporting halfspace
Hq = {x ∈ Rn : (q − p)T x  (q − p)T p}, (3)
where p is the unique point in C closest to q.
Proof. By standard results in Convex Analysis, Hq defined in (3) is a supporting
halfspace for C at the point p and satisfies C ⊆ Hq and q /∈ Hq . Therefore C ⊆
K ∩⋂q∈S Hq .
To prove the converse inclusion, consider any z ∈ K\C. Let d = dist(z, C) =
min{dist(z, x) : x ∈ C} > 0 denote the Euclidian distance from z to C. Since K
is convex with nonempty interior, the open ball B(z, d/2) = {x ∈ Rn : dist(z, x) <
d/2}has a nonempty intersection with int K . Hence there existsq ∈ Qn ∩ B(z, d/2) ∩
int K . Since B(z, d/2) ∩ C = ∅ we have q /∈ C, hence q ∈ S.
Note that dist(q, C) = dist(q, p) > d/2, for otherwise we would have d =
dist(z, C)  dist(z, p)  dist(z, q) + dist(q, p) < d/2 + d/2, a contradiction. Since
all points x ∈ Hq satisfy dist(q, x)  dist(q, p) > d/2, while dist(z, q) < d/2, we
must have z /∈ Hq . This shows that K\C ⊆⋃q∈S(Rn\Hq), which is equivalent to
C ⊇ K ∩⋂q∈S Hq . 
Since Qn is countable, we can take K = Rn in the above lemma and obtain the
following:
Corollary 4. Every closed convex subset of Rn can be represented as a countable
intersection of (supporting) halfspaces.
The following theorem describes an analogous representation3 for closed convex
sublattices of Rn.
3 A similar result was also announced by Veinott [24].
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Theorem 5 (Bimonotone Linear Representation Theorem). A subset L of Rn is a
closed convex sublattice of Rn if and only if L is the solution set of a countable
system of bimonotone linear inequalities.
Our proof of this theorem uses properties of projections of the given closed convex
sublattice L onto coordinate subspaces. Unfortunately such projections need not be
closed, as shown in the following simple example.
Example 6. Let L6 = {x ∈ R2 : exp(x1) − x2  0}. Since the function x →
exp(x1) − x2 is bimonotone, convex and continuous, L6 is a closed convex sublattice
of R2. However its projection on the second coordinate axis, π2L6 = {x2 ∈ R : x2 >
0}, is not closed. 
However the properties of projections given in the following two lemmas will
suffice for our proof of Theorem 5.
Lemma 7 (Projection Lemma). Let L be a closed convex sublattice of Rn and i, j ∈
{1, . . . , n} with i /= j. If x ∈ cl πijL and ∧πkL < xk < ∨πkL for k = i, j, then x ∈
πijL.
Proof. Since L is convex, its projection πkL is an interval in R, and thus there
exist k, uk ∈ πkL, such that ∧πkL < k < xk < uk < ∨πkL, for k = i, j . There-
fore, there exist i, ui, j , uj ∈ L such that πkk = k and πkuk = uk , for k = i, j .
Then  = i ∧ j ∈ L and u = ui ∨ uj ∈ L satisfy πij  < x < πiju.
Consider the line segment S joining (i, j ) to x in R2. Since (i, j ) ∈ πijL,
x ∈ cl πijL and cl πijL is convex, S ⊆ cl πijL. Furthermore, S\{x} ⊆ πijL is totally
ordered with∨(S\{x}) = x. Hence there exists a sequence {ym} ∈ Lwhose projection
{πij ym} forms an increasing sequence in S\{x} converging to x. We monotonize
the sequence {ym} by defining zm =∨km yk for all m ∈ N. This implies πij zm =
πij y
m
, for all m ∈ N, and the sequence {πij zm} also converges to x. Then wm =
zm ∧ u defines an increasing sequence in L bounded above by u and whose projection
{πijwm} converges to x. This increasing sequence {wm} has a limit w∗ in Rn. Since
L is closed, w∗ ∈ L and thus x ∈ πijL. 
Lemma 8 (Boundary Lemma). Let L be a closed convex sublattice of Rn. If x ∈
(
⊗n
i=1 cl πiL)\L, then πij x /∈ cl πijL for some i /= j.
Proof. By contradiction, assume that x ∈ (⊗ni=1 cl πiL)\L and
πij x ∈ cl πijL for all i, j. (4)
Since x /∈ L and L is a sublattice it follows from the 2D-Projections Theorem 2 that,
for some i /= j , πij x /∈ πijL, and therefore πij x is in the boundary cl πijL\πijL. By
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the Projection Lemma 7 this implies πkx ∈ {∧πkL,∨πkL} and πkx /∈ πkL for k = i
or k = j . Thus assume, w.l.o.g., that
πix = ∧πiL /∈ πiL
(the case πix = ∨πiL /∈ πiL can be treated dually) and fix this index i.
By (4), for every j /= i there exists a sequence {(xj,mi , xj,mj )}m∈N in πijL converg-
ing to (xi, xj ) and hence a sequence {xj,m}m∈N in L whose projection {πij xj,m}m∈N
converges to (xi, xj ). We monotonize each sequence {xj,m} by defining yj,m =∧
km x
j,k for all m ∈ N. For every j /= i we thus obtain a decreasing sequence:
yj,m+1  yj,m  yj,0. Since limm→∞ xj,mj = xj , it follows that the sequence {yj,mj }
is bounded below, i.e., there exists j ∈ R such that yj,mj  j for all m ∈ N. Since
limm→∞ xj,mi = xi = ∧πiL, we also have limm→∞ yj,mi = xi . For all m let zm =∨
j /=i yj,m ∈ L. Hence limm→∞ zmi = xi . Furthermore, for all j /= i, zmj  yj,mj 
j , so the sequence {zm} is bounded below by the vector  ∈ Rn with components
j for all j /= i and i = ∧πiL. On the other hand, since each sequence {yj,m} is
decreasing, the sequence {zm} is also decreasing. Hence the sequence {zm} has a limit
z∗ in Rn with z∗i = xi . Since L is closed, z∗ ∈ L contradicting xi /∈ πiL. 
Proof of Theorem 5. To prove sufficiency recall that every halfspace of Rn is closed
and convex. Furthermore a halfspace of the form {x ∈ Rn : aixi + ajxj  c} is a sub-
lattice of Rn whenever aiaj  0 (see, e.g., [24]). Hence any intersection of halfspaces
of this form is a closed convex sublattice of Rn.
To prove necessity assume that L is a closed convex sublattice of Rn. If n = 1, then
L is an interval in R and the theorem follows. Hence assume n  2. We construct a
countable familyH of bimonotone halfspaces H ⊇ L such that for every z ∈ Rn\L
we have z /∈ H for some H ∈H. Namely,H is comprised of all halfspaces Hi,∨ =
{x ∈ Rn : xi  ∨πiL} with ∨πiL < +∞; Hi,∧ = {x ∈ Rn : −xi  − ∧ πiL} with
∧πiL > −∞; and a countable family of bimonotone halfspaces Hi,j,q defined as
follows. For every i /= j such that ∧πiL < ∨πiL and ∧πjL < ∨πjL, the rectangle
Kij = {x ∈ R2 : ∧πiL  xi  ∨πiL and ∧ πjL  xj  ∨πjL} (5)
is a convex set with nonempty interior. Let Sij = (int Kij ∩ Q2)\cl πijL. For
every q ∈ Sij let p denote the point in the closed convex set cl πijL closest to
q, and H˜ i,j,q = {x ∈ R2 : aixi + ajxj  c} where ai = qi − pi , aj = qj − pj and
c = aipi + ajpj . By the Halfspaces Lemma 3 we have
cl πijL = Kij ∩
⋂
q∈Sij
H˜ i,j,q . (6)
If aj > 0, that is if pj < qj  ∨πjL, there exists u = (ui, uj ) ∈ cl πijL with
uj > pj . By the Closure Lemma 1, v = u ∨ p ∈ cl πijL. If ai  0, then v satis-
fies aivi  aipi and ajvj = ajuj > ajpj . This implies that aivi + ajvj > aipi +
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ajpj = c, contradicting v ∈ cl πijL. Hence ai < 0 whenever aj > 0. A dual
argument shows that ai > 0 whenever aj < 0. Therefore, in all cases the coefficients
ai and aj in the definition of H˜ i,j,q satisfy aiaj  0. Hence H˜ i,j,q is a bimonotone
halfspace in R2. Therefore
Hi,j,q = Cylij H˜ i,j,q = {x ∈ Rn : aixi + ajxj  c}
is a bimonotone halfspace in Rn and contains L.
To complete the proof consider any z ∈ Rn\L. If zi > ∨πiL for some i, then
z /∈ Hi,∨ ∈H. Similarly, if zi < ∧πiL for some i, then z /∈ Hi,∧ ∈H. Thus assume
now that ∧πiL  zi  ∨πiL for all i, so that z ∈⊗ni=1 cl πiL. By the Boundary
Lemma 8 we have πij z ∈ (cl πiL × cl πjL)\cl πijL for some i /= j . Note that this
implies ∧πiL < ∨πiL and ∧πjL < ∨πjL, for otherwise cl πiL or cl πjL would
reduce to a single point and thus (cl πiL × cl πjL)\cl πijLwould be empty. Therefore
the rectangle Kij defined in (5) has a nonempty interior and contains (zi, zj ). By (6),
(zi, zj ) /∈ H˜ i,j,q for some q ∈ Sij , that is, z does not belong to the corresponding
bimonotone halfspace Hi,j,q ∈H. 
3. Representation of sublattices of Rn with bimonotone linear inequalities
Define a sublattice L of Rn to be representable with bimonotone linear inequalities
if L is the set of all those points that are in the product
⊗n
i=1 πiL of its one-dimen-
sional projections and that satisfy a (possibly infinite) system of bimonotone linear
inequalities. Clearly, such a subset is a sublattice of Rn. Note also that, when such
a representation exists we may, in view of Theorem 5, use a countable system of
bimonotone linear inequalities. In this section, we present necessary and/or suffi-
cient conditions for a sublattice of Rn to be representable with bimonotone linear
inequalities.
Recall that the (closed) convex hull of S, denoted conv(S), (cl conv(S)) is the
smallest (closed) convex subset of Rn containing S, i.e., the intersection of all (closed)
convex subsets containing S. It is easily proved that the closed convex hull of S
coincides with the closure of the convex hull of S. Similarly, we define the (convex)
sublattice hull of S, denotedLS (L conv(S)), as the smallest (convex) sublattice of
Rn containingS, i.e., the intersection of all (convex) sublattices containingS. Since the
lattice hull of a convex set is convex [19], the convex sublattice hull ofS coincides with
the sublattice hull of the convex hull ofS and the notationL conv(S) is not ambiguous.
Note that, as a consequence of the Linear Bimonotone Representation Theorem 5,
the closed convex lattice hull of a subset S of Rn is precisely the intersection of all
bimonotone halfspaces containing S.
We now state our first characterization of sublattices that are representable with
bimonotone linear inequalities.
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Theorem 9 (Bimonotone Linear Representability Theorem). A sublattice L ⊆ Rn is
representable with bimonotone linear inequalities if and only if
L = clL conv(L) ∩
n⊗
i=1
πiL. (7)
Proof. If L = P ∩⊗ni=1 πiL, where P is the solution set of a system of bimono-
tone linear inequalities, then P is a closed convex sublattice. Thus L ⊆ P implies
clL conv(L) ⊆ clL conv(P ) = P . We then have
L ⊆ clL conv(L) ∩
n⊗
i=1
πiL ⊆ P ∩
n⊗
i=1
πiL = L.
This implies (7).
Conversely, assume that (7) holds. Since L conv(L) is a convex sublattice, the
Closure Lemma 1 implies that clL conv(L) is a closed convex sublattice. Then, by
the Bimonotone Linear Representation Theorem 5, clL conv(L) is the solution set
of a system of bimonotone linear inequalities. 
The next corollary gives a sufficient condition for omitting the closure operator in
(7). Indeed, since the convex hull of a compact set is compact, the sublattice hull of a
compact set is compact and the sublattice hull of a polyhedron is a polyhedron [19],
we have:
Corollary 10. A compact sublattice L of Rn is representable with bimonotone linear
inequalities if and only if
L =L conv(L) ∩
n⊗
i=1
πiL.
Note that Corollary 10 applies in particular to any finite sublattice of Rn.
In order to obtain a constructive representation of L conv(L), we now describe
when the convex hull operator preserves the lattice structure in Rn. Indeed, this is
immediate for n = 1, since every subset of R is a sublattice. This is also true for
n = 2, as shown in the next two results.
Proposition 11. The convex hull and closed convex hull of a join (meet) subsemilat-
tice of R2 are join (meet) subsemilattices of R2.
Proof. Assume that L is a join subsemilattice of R2 and let x and y be two incom-
parable elements in conv(L). Then there exist (not necessarily distinct) elements
x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, y3 ∈ L such that x ∈ conv({x1, x2, x3}) and y ∈ conv({y1, y2,
y3}). Hence, x  x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 = x¯ ∈ L and y  y1 ∨ y2 ∨ y3 = y¯ ∈ L. It follows
that x ∨ y  x¯ ∨ y¯ ∈ L. Assume, w.l.o.g., that x ∨ y = (x1, y2), and thus that x1 >
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Fig. 1. Illustration for the proof of Proposition 11.
y1 and y2 > x2. Since x2 < y2 = (x ∨ y)2  (x¯ ∨ y¯)2 there is a point w ∈ conv
({x, x¯ ∨ y¯})withw2 = y2. Its first componentw1 satisfiesw1  min{x1, (x¯ ∨ y¯)1} =
x1 = (x ∨ y)1. Therefore y1 < (x ∨ y)1  w1 and y2 = (x ∨ y)2 = w2, implying
that x ∨ y ∈ conv({y,w}) ⊆ conv({y, x, x¯ ∨ y¯}) ⊆ conv(L) (see Fig. 1 for an illus-
tration). Thus we have shown thatx ∨ y ∈ conv(L) for allx, y ∈ conv(L). This means
that conv(L) is a join subsemilattice of R2. By the Closure Lemma 1, this is also true
of the closed convex hull cl conv(L). The case where L is a meet subsemilattice can
be proved in a dual manner. 
Corollary 12. The convex hull and closed convex hull of a sublattice of R2 are su-
blattices of R2.
Applying now the 2D-Projections Theorem 2, one might expect that Corollary 12
would immediately extend to any finite dimension. The following counterexample,
however, shows that this fails for all dimensions n  3.
Example 13. The finite chain L13 = {x0, x1, x2, x3} ⊆ R3, where x0 = (0, 0, 0),
x1 = (6, 0, 0), x2 = (6, 4, 0) and x3 = (8, 4, 2), is a sublattice of R3. Let P =
conv(L13); since L13 is finite, P = cl conv(L13). By convexity, the point y = 12x0 +
1
2x
3 = (4, 2, 1) ∈ P . The linear inequality (LI) : −2x1 + 3x2 + 2x3  0 is valid for
all x ∈ L13, and therefore also for P . Hence the join z = y ∨ x2 = (6, 4, 1) cannot be
in P , for it violates inequality (LI). This shows that the (closed) convex hull P of the
sublatticeL13 is not a join subsemilattice,4 hence not a sublattice, of R3. Note also that
inequality (LI), which is not bimonotone, is facet inducing for P (the corresponding
face of P contains three affinely independent points x0, x2 and x3, but not x1) and
4 Clearly, a dual version of this example shows that the (closed) convex hull of a sublattice of R3 may
also fail to be a meet subsemilattice of R3.
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therefore must be included in every linear inequality description of P . This example
extends trivially to all dimensions n > 3. 
Remark 14. The convex hull P = conv(L13) in Example 13 also provides an exam-
ple of a (convex) set which is not a sublattice of R3, while all its two-dimensional
projections πijP = conv(πijL13) are sublattices of R2 (by Corollary 12, since each
πijL13 is a sublattice of R
2). Thus condition (1) cannot, in general, be omitted in the
sufficiency part of the 2D-Projections Theorem 2.
In reference to Corollary 10, we now show how to construct the convex sublattice
hull of a sublattice from the convex hulls of its two-dimensional projections.
Proposition 15. If L is a sublattice, then
L conv(L) =
⋂
i /=j
Cylij conv(πijL).
Proof. SinceL conv(L) is convex, its projection πijL conv(L) is also convex and
containsπijL, for all i /= j . ThereforeπijL conv(L) ⊇ conv(πijL). SinceL conv(L)
is a sublattice, the 2D-Projections Theorem 2 implies that
L conv(L) =
⋂
i /=j
Cylij πijL conv(L) ⊇
⋂
i /=j
Cylij conv(πijL).
To prove the converse inclusion, note that Corollary 12 implies that, for all i /=
j, conv(πijL) is a convex sublattice containing πijL. Therefore Cylij conv(πijL) is
a convex sublattice containing L. Hence
L conv(L) ⊆
⋂
i /=j
Cylij conv(πijL)
and the proposition follows. 
Combining Corollary 10 and Proposition 15 we obtain:
Corollary 16. A compact sublattice L of Rn is representable with bimonotone linear
inequalities if and only if
L =


⋂
i /=j
Cylij conv(πijL)

 ∩
n⊗
i=1
πiL. (8)
Corollary 16 yields, in particular, a finite algorithm for testing whether a finite
sublattice is representable with bimonotone linear inequalities: first, construct the
two-dimensional convex hulls conv(πijL) for all 1  i < j  n; and then verify that
every point in the right-hand-side of Eq. (8) is indeed in L.
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Note also that, if a compact sublattice L is representable with bimonotone linear
inequalities, then such a system can be formed by simply putting together (as, e.g.,
in Example 17 below) the bimonotone linear inequalities defining the convex hulls
conv(πijL) of all its two-dimensional projections.
We now illustrate Proposition 15 and Corollary 16 on the sublattice of Example
13.
Example 17. Consider the sublattice L13 of Example 13, namely, L13 = {x0, x1,
x2, x3} ⊆ R3, wherex0 = (0, 0, 0), x1 = (6, 0, 0), x2 = (6, 4, 0) andx3 = (8, 4, 2).
Since
π12L13={(0, 0), (6, 0), (6, 4), (8, 4)};
π13L13={(0, 0), (6, 0), (8, 2)};
π23L13={(0, 0), (4, 0), (4, 2)},
we have, by simple calculations,
conv(π12L13) = {(x1, x2) ∈ R2 : −2x1 + 3x20
2x1 − x212
0  x24};
conv(π13L13) = {(x1, x3) ∈ R2 : −x1 + 4x30
x1 − x36
x30};
conv(π23L13) = {(x2, x3) ∈ R2 : −x2 + 2x30
x24
x30}.
(Note that all these linear inequalities are indeed bimonotone, as implied by Corollary
12 and Veinott’s Polyhedral Representation Theorem [24].)
It follows from Proposition 15 thatL conv(L13) is the polyhedron defined by all
these bimonotone linear inequalities, namely,
L conv(L13) = {x ∈ R3 : −2x1 + 3x20
2x1 − x212
−x1 + 4x30
x1 − x36
−x2 + 2x30
0  x2  4 and x30}.
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By enumerating the extreme points of this polyhedron, we also find that
L conv(L13) = conv(L13 ∪ {(6, 4, 3/2)}).
Note that the fractional extreme point (6, 4, 3/2) can be obtained, for instance, as
follows: first, the point (6, 3, 3/2) = (1/4)x0 + (3/4)x3 ∈ conv(L13); then
(6, 4, 3/2) = (6, 3, 3/2) ∨ x2 ∈L conv(L13).
In addition, we can verify that L13 is precisely the set of points x in the cartesian
product
⊗3
i=1 πiL13 = {0, 6, 8} × {0, 4} × {0, 2} that satisfy these bimonotone lin-
ear inequalities. Note that the simple bound constraints 0  x2  4 and x3  0 are
automatically satisfied when x ∈⊗3i=1 πiL13. Thus L13 is representable with the
five remaining bimonotone linear inequalities above. 
Our next result is a sufficient condition, based on two-dimensional projections, for
a sublattice to be representable with bimonotone linear inequalities.
Proposition 18. If L is a sublattice of Rn such that, for all 1  i < j  n,
πijL = (cl conv(πijL)) ∩ (πiL × πjL), (9)
then L is representable with bimonotone linear inequalities.
Proof. Since L is a sublattice of Rn, its projections πijL are sublattices of R2.
By Corollary 12, cl conv(πijL) are sublattices of R2, and thus cl conv(πijL) =
clL conv(πijL). Then, by Theorem 9, each πijL is representable with bimonotone
linear inequalities, say,
πijL = {(xi, xj ) ∈ πiL × πjL : aki xi + akj xj  ck for k ∈ Kij },
where aki a
k
j  0 for all k in the corresponding index set Kij . By the 2D-Projections
Theorem 2, it now follows that
L =



x ∈
n⊗
i=1
πiL : aki xi + akj xj  ck for k ∈
⋃
i<j
Kij



. (10)
This system of bimonotone inequalities thus defines L in
⊗n
i=1 πiL. 
The following example shows that condition 9 is not necessary for a sublattice to
be representable with bimonotone linear inequalities.
Example 19. The finite chainL19 = {(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (2, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1)} is a sub-
lattice of R3 and its (closed) convex hull is
cl conv(L19) = {x ∈ R3 : x1 − x31
−x1 + 2x30
x2 − 2x30
−x2 + x30}
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(as can be verified by noting that each of these four inequalities is valid for L19 and has
a positive slack for exactly one corresponding point in L19). Since these inequalities
are bimonotone, we can representL19 asL19 = cl conv(L19) ∩⊗3i=1 πiL19. We have
π1L19 = π2L19 = {0, 1, 2} and π12L19 = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 1), (2, 2)}. The point
(1, 1) = 12 (0, 0) + 12 (2, 2) is in (cl conv(π12L19)) ∩ (π1L19 × π2L19), but not in
π12L19, so condition (9) fails when i = 1 and j = 2. 
We now use Proposition 18 to obtain a characterization of compact sublattices that
are representable with bimonotone linear inequalities.
Theorem 20 (3-Point Theorem). A compact sublattice L ⊆ Rn is representable with
bimonotone linear inequalities if and only if
conv({x1, x2, x3}) ∩
n⊗
i=1
πiL ⊆ L for all x1, x2, x3 ∈ L. (11)
Proof. Condition (11) is clearly necessary, by Theorem 9 and the trivial inclusion
conv({x1, x2, x3}) ⊆L conv(L). To prove sufficiency, assume that (11) holds and
consider any indices 1  i < j  n and points x1, x2, x3 ∈ L. We have
(
πij conv({x1, x2, x3})
)
∩ (πiL × πjL) ⊆ πijL.
By Caratheodory’s Theorem,
conv(πijL) =
⋃
y1,y2,y3∈πijL
conv({y1, y2, y3})
=
⋃
x1,x2,x3∈L
conv({πij x1, πij x2, πij x3})
and we have
πijL ⊆
(
conv(πijL)
) ∩ (πiL × πjL
)
=


⋃
x1,x2,x3∈L
conv({πij x1, πij x2, πij x3})

 ∩ (πiL × πjL
)
=


⋃
x1,x2,x3∈L
πij conv({x1, x2, x3})

 ∩ (πiL × πjL
)
⊆ πijL.
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Hence equality must hold and
πijL =
(
conv(πijL)
) ∩ (πiL × πjL
)
.
Since L is compact, so is πijL, and cl conv(πijL) = conv(πijL). Proposition 18 now
implies that L is representable with bimonotone linear inequalities. 
Our next result provides another sufficient condition, based on the convexity of
certain “boundary functions”, for a sublattice to be representable with bimonotone
inequalities, and an explicit formulation of these inequalities. We use the follow-
ing notion of convexity for univariate functions on general subsets of R (see, e.g.,
[21,25]). A function f : Y → R, where Y is an arbitrary subset of R, is convex if
the inequality αf (x) + (1 − α)f (y)  f (αx + (1 − α)y) holds for all x, y ∈ Y and
α ∈ [0, 1] such that αx + (1 − α)y ∈ Y . Note that if Y = {y1, . . . , yp} is a finite
subset of reals y1 < y2 < · · · < yp, a function f : Y → R is convex if and only
if its piecewise linear interpolation is convex on the continuous interval [y1, yp],
that is, if the successive slopes (f (yk+1) − f (yk))/(yk+1 − yk) are nondecreasing in
k = 1, . . . , p − 1. A function g : Y → R is concave if its negative −g is convex.
To sublattice L of Rn and indices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i /= j , we associate the bound-
ary functions ϕij and ψij from πiL into the extended reals R ∪ {±∞} defined by
ϕij (y)=∧{πjx : x ∈ L and xi = y}, (12)
ψij (y)=∨{πjx : x ∈ L and xi = y} (13)
for all y ∈ πiL. Since L is a sublattice, it follows that the functions ϕij and ψij are
nondecreasing.
We say that L attains its boundary if and only if, for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i /= j ,
and all y ∈ πiL, the join in (12) and the meet in (13) are finite and belong to their
defining set {πjx : x ∈ L and xi = y}. Equivalently, L attains its boundary if and
only if all the boundary points (y, ϕij (y)) and (y, ψij (y)) are in πijL. We also say
that L has a convex boundary if and only if, for all 1  i < j  n, the boundary
functions ϕij and ψij are convex and concave, respectively.
These definitions, and the conditions of the following theorem, are illustrated in
Fig. 2. In this illustration, the projections π1L, . . . , πn−1L are finite, as per condition
(i) of Theorem 21. Projection πnL must contain all points ϕin(yik) and ψin(yik)
(and, in particular, its meet πn ∧ L and join πn ∨ L, where πn ∧ L = ϕin(yi1) and
πn ∨ L = ψin(yi,p(i)) for all i < n). Thus L attains its boundary (condition (ii) of
Theorem 21). Besides containing all these points, πnL is an arbitrary subset of the
interval [πn ∧ L, πn ∨ L]. The sets {πjx : x ∈ L and xi = yik} are shown by the
vertical lines. The piecewise linear interpolations of the ϕij and ψij functions are
convex and concave functions, thus L has a convex boundary (condition (iii) of
Theorem 21). The points on the dashed horizontal line with ordinate z are explained
in the proof of the theorem.
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Fig. 2. Convex and concave boundary functions.
Theorem 21. Assume L is a sublattice of Rn such that
(i) at least n − 1 of its one-dimensional projections πiL are finite, namely, πiL =
{yi1, . . . , yi,p(i)} with yi1 < yi2 < · · · < yi,p(i) for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1, and
p(1)  p(2)  · · ·  p(n − 1);
(ii) L attains its boundary; and
(iii) L has a convex boundary.
Then L is representable with the following system of at most n∑n−1i=1 (p(i) − 1)
bimonotone linear inequalities:
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(ϕij (yi,k+1) − ϕij (yik))xi − (yi,k+1 − yik)xj (14)
 ϕij (yi,k+1)yik − ϕij (yik)yi,k+1
−(ψij (yi,k+1) − ψij (yik))xi + (yi,k+1 − yik)xj (15)
 ψij (yik)yi,k+1 − ψij (yi,k+1)yik
for all 1  i < j  n, and all 1  k < p(i).
Proof. Assume L is a sublattice of Rn satisfying conditions (i)–(iii). Consider any
two-dimensional projection πijL with i < j , so πiL = {yi1, . . . , yi,p(i)}. First, we
claim that
πijL = {(y, z) ∈ πiL × πjL : ϕij (y)  z  ψij (y)}. (16)
To prove this claim, let Rij denote the right-hand-side of Eq. (16). By definition of
the boundary functions ϕij and ψij , πijL is contained in Rij . To prove the converse
inclusion, let r = (y, z) ∈ Rij . Since L attains its boundary, there exist u and v ∈ L
with πiju = (y, ϕij (y)) and πij v = (y, ψij (y)). Since z ∈ πjL, there exists x ∈ L
with πjx = z. If πix  y then let w = x ∨ u else let w = x ∧ v, so in either case
w ∈ L and πijw = (y, z) = r . (The former case is illustrated by point (y′, z) in Fig.
2, the latter case by point (y′′, z)). This implies that Rij ⊆ πijL and completes the
proof of our claim (16).
Next, note that the definition of ϕij and ψij implies that the closed convex hull of
πijL is the convex hull of the set of all boundary points (y, ϕij (y)) and (y, ψij (y))
for y ∈ πiL. Furthermore, condition (iii) implies that conv(πijL) is defined by the
inequalities (14) and (15) together with yi1  xi  yi,p(i). Since the latter inequalities
are implied by xi ∈ πiL, claim (16) then implies that
πijL = {(xi, xj ) ∈ πiL × πjL : (xi, xj ) satisfies (14) and (15)}. (17)
Finally, since the functions ϕij and ψij are nondecreasing, the linear inequalities (14)
and (15) are bimonotone.
To bound the number of bimonotone linear inequalities needed to represent L, note
first that we need at most 2(|πiL| − 1) inequalities to represent πijL in πiL × πjL,
for 1  i < j  n. Thus, putting together all the two-dimensional projections πijL,
we need a total of at most
(n − 1)2(|π1L| − 1) + (n − 2)2(|π2L| − 1) + · · · + 2(|πn−1L| − 1) (18)
inequalities to represent L in
⊗n
i=1 πiL. The inequalities p(i)  p(j) for all i <
j  n − 1 imply
2(n − i)(p(i) − 1)  (n − i + 1)(p(i) − 1) +
n−1∑
j=i+1
(p(j) − 1).
Adding these inequalities for i = 1, . . . , n − 1 and grouping like terms implies that
expression (18) does not exceed n∑n−1i=1 (p(i) − 1). 
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Note that condition (ii) of Theorem 21 is satisfied when L is compact.
The following corollary uses Theorem 21 to construct, for certain sublattices de-
fined by nonlinear inequalities, an equivalent representation with bimonotone linear
inequalities.
Corollary 22. Let Si ⊆ R for i = 1, . . . , n, with S1, . . . , Sn−1 finite. Write every set
Si, including Sn if it is finite, as Si = {yi1, . . . , yi,p(i)} with yi1 < yi2 < · · · < yi,p(i).
Let
L =
{
x ∈
n⊗
i=1
Si : fh(xi(h))  xj (h)  gh(xi(h)) for all h = 1, . . . , H
}
,
(19)
where, for all h = 1, . . . , H,
(i) i(h), j (h) ∈ {1, . . . , n}, with i(h) /= j (h);
(ii) i(h) /= n if |Sn| = +∞;
(iii) fh, gh : Si(h) → Sj(h) are nondecreasing with fh  gh; and
(iv) fh and −gh are convex.
Then L is a sublattice of Rn and it is the set of all points in⊗ni=1 Si that satisfy the
following system of at most 2∑Hh=1(p(i(h)) − 1) bimonotone linear inequalities:
(fh(yi(h),k+1) − fh(yi(h),k))xi(h) − (yi(h),k+1 − yi(h),k)xj (h) (20)
 fh(yi(h),k+1)yi(h)k − fh(yi(h)k)yi(h),k+1
−(gh(yi(h),k+1) − gh(yi(h),k))xi(h) + (yi(h),k+1 − yi(h),k)xj (h) (21)
 gh(yi(h),k)yi(h),k+1 − gh(yi(h),k+1)yi(h),k
for all h = 1, . . . , H and 1  k < p(i(h)).
Proof. Let
Lh =
{
x ∈ Si(h) × Sj(h) : fh(xi(h))  xj (h)  gh(xi(h))
}
.
The boundary functions ϕi(h),j (h) and ψi(h),j (h) of Lh coincide with fh and gh
respectively. Furthermore, πi(h)Lh = Si(h) and πj(h)Lh ⊆ Sj(h). By Theorem 21,
Lh =
{
x ∈ Si(h) × πj(h)Lh : (20) and (21) for 1  k < p(i(h))
}
= {x ∈ Si(h) × Sj(h) : (20) and (21) for 1  k < p(i(h))
}
.
Hence
L =
{
x ∈
n⊗
i=1
Si : (20) and (21) for h = 1, . . . , H and 1  k < p(i(h))
}
,
as claimed. 
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Thus the problems of finding the least or greatest element of, or of optimizing
a linear function over a sublattice satisfying the conditions of Theorem 21 or of
Corollary 22 can be solved with the methods [1,8,9,16] developed for systems of
bimonotone linear inequalities.
Next we give a condition on the one-dimensional projections that suffices for a
compact sublattice L to be representable with bimonotone linear inequalities.
Corollary 23. If L is a compact sublattice of Rn and |πiL|  2 for at least n − 1
indices i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then L is representable with a system of at most n(n − 1)
bimonotone linear inequalities (14) and (15).
Proof. Assume L is a compact sublattice of Rn and, w.l.o.g., that |πiL|  2 for all
i < n. Thus condition (i) of Theorem 21 holds, with πiL = {yi1, yi2} for all i < n.
For all 1  i < j  n and all k = 1, 2 the compactness of L, and therefore of πjL,
implies thatϕij (yk) andψij (yk) are finite and thatL attains its boundary, i.e., condition
(ii) of Theorem 21 also holds. Since condition (iii) vacuously holds, L is representable
with the system (14) and (15) of bimonotone linear inequalities. 
We now provide a numerical example illustrating Corollary 23.
Example 24. Consider again the sublattice L13 of Example 13. Since π1L13 =
{0, 6, 8}, π2L13 = {0, 4} and π3L13 = {0, 2}, the conditions of Corollary 23 are sat-
isfied. Applying inequalities (14) and (15) we obtain
π12L13 = {(x1, x2) ∈ {0, 6, 8} × {0, 4} : −4x1 + 6x20
4x1 − 2x224}
π13L13 = {(x1, x3) ∈ {0, 6, 8} × {0, 2} : −2x1 + 8x30
x1 − x36}
π23L13 = {(x2, x3) ∈ {0, 4} × {0, 2} : −2x2 + 4x30}.
(Note that condition (15) forπ2,3L13 reads x2  4 and is redundant when x2 ∈ {0, 4}.)
The five linear inequalities above are (up to positive multiples) precisely those already
found in Example 17 to represent the sublatticeL13, but Corollary 23 now immediately
implies that such representation is valid, without the need to verify all 12 points in⊗3
i=1 πiL13 = {0, 6, 8} × {0, 4} × {0, 2}. 
Note that Corollary 23 may fail if we allow |πiL|  3 for at least two coordinates.
This is illustrated by the sublatticeL′19 = π12L19, whereL19 is defined in Example 19.
Indeed, the point z = (1, 1) = 12 (0, 0) + 12 (2, 2) is in conv(L′19) ∩
⊗
i∈{1,2} πiL′19,
and thus satisfies any system of (bimonotone) linear inequalities valid for L′19. Yet
z /∈ L′19.
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Corollary 23 also implies the following 0–1 version of Birkhoff’s Representation
Theorem (see, e.g., [3,4,11]):
Corollary 25. Every sublattice of {0, 1}n is representable as the set of all points
x ∈ {0, 1}n that satisfy a system of bimonotone linear inequalities of the following
types: (i) xi − xj  0, (ii) xi  0, and (iii) −xi  −1.
Proof. When
⊗n
i=1 πiL ⊆ {0, 1}n the left-hand-side coefficients in (14) and (15) are
0, 1 or −1. The only resulting bimonotone inequalities which are not redundant with
x ∈ {0, 1}n are of type (i). Inequalities of the types (ii) and (iii) are used to represent
the cases πiL = {0} and πiL = {1}, respectively. 
We now briefly discuss the problem of determining whether or not a subset of Rn
or Zn defined by a general system of inequalities is representable with bimonotone
linear inequalities. Veinott [24] shows that the problem of recognizing whether or not
the polyhedron defined by a given system of linear inequalities Ax  b is a sublattice
of Rn can be solved in polynomial time. We now show that, in contrast, it is not
easy to determine whether or not a general system of linear inequalities Ax  b, with
x ∈ Bn or x ∈ Zn, determines a sublattice.
Proposition 26. Given a matrix A ∈ Zn×n and a vector b ∈ Zn the decision problem:
(P) “Is the set {x ∈ Bn : Ax  b} a sublattice of Bn?”
is coNP-hard. The same result holds if we replace Bn with Zn in (P).
Proof. Given any a ∈ Zn−1, with all ai > 0 and∑n−1i=1 ai even, set an = 12
∑n−1
i=1 ai
and consider the problem:
(P1) “Is the set S = {x ∈ Bn :∑ni=1 aixi = an} a sublattice of Bn?”
Note that the answer toP 1 is “yes” if and only if the only element of S is the unit vector
en = (0, . . . , 0, 1). Indeed en ∈ S, and if en /= y ∈ S then 0 = y ∧ en /∈ S. Hence,
the answer to P 1 is “yes” if and only if the answer to the following NP-complete
PARTITION problem is “no”:
“Does there exist a subset Y ⊂ {1, . . . , n − 1} such that∑i∈Y ai =
∑
i /∈Y ai?”
Since P 1 is a special case of P , it follows that P is coNP-hard. The last statement of
the Proposition follows since Bn = {x ∈ Zn : 0  x  1}. 
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